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Take the Pretest Now

We suggest that you visit ConversationTransformation.com and take our Conversation
Skills Pretest before continuing so that you can measure your level of communication
savvy. When you’re finished with this eight-webinar series, you can go back and take
the Posttest to measure how much you’ve learned. You will also need access to this
website to participate in an exercise in this first webinar and there are many other free
learning resources on the site we will be suggesting as well.
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Overview of the Webinar Series
•

Sessions 1 & 2: An Introduction to SAVI®

•

Sessions 3 through 8
Understanding and Transforming Challenging Behaviors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes-buts
Mind-reads
Negative predictions
Leading questions
Complaints
Attacks

For each of these behaviors we teach you how to more easily recognize them when
they interfere with our communication as well as strategies to undo any negative
effects they may have on our conversations. Let’s first define them.
Yes-buts
Yes-buts send a mixed message, saying yes and no at the same time. Yes-buts are a
polite way of fighting, where two opposing ideas are expressed at the same time
leading to a back-and-forth argument.
Mind-reads
A mind read is when a person says or thinks that they know what someone else is
thinking or feeling. This can be annoying and counterproductive.
Negative Predictions
When we make Negative Predictions, we treat our worries and fears about the future as
if they are facts. Negative predictions are predictions of a bad outcome no matter
what we do.
Leading questions
Leading questions are opinions disguised as questions that put the listener in a bind by
telegraphing the “right” answer in the question.
Complaints
Complaints are frustrated and resentful ways of talking about situations that feel unfair
and overwhelming. The speaker often feels helpless and unable to do anything about it
and often speaks with a whining or resentful tone in their voice.
Attacks
We often use attacks or blaming statements when we feel angry, frustrated, irritated or
annoyed and have difficulty expressing those emotions in a direct, authentic way.
Attacks are put downs of the person.
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SAVI in a Nutshell
SAVI, (pronounced “savvy,”) the System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction, was
developed in 1965 by Yvonne Agazarian and Anita Simon. It has been used since then
to improve communication in a wide range of organizational contexts.
The SAVI framework allows us to make informed judgments about the effects we can
expect certain kinds of communications to have. It also provides practical guidelines
for intervening in unproductive conversations.
SAVI provides a way of thinking about and describing communication that enables you
to:
•
•
•

Understand and explain what’s happening in any given conversation.
Predict what is likely to happen next.
Try to change the course of those events, if you wish.

The SAVI system is based on the idea that all human behavior — including verbal
behavior — can be described in terms of problem solving. Each type of behavior either
approaches or avoids the problem to be solved in a given situation. In this context,
human problems include any condition that creates stress for human beings.
HOW to communicate is the basic problem that needs to be solved to effectively
transfer information from one person to another without misunderstanding. When
people are experiencing stress about the HOWs of communication, their behavior is
related more to this problem than to the content of their communication. Therefore, the
problem of how to communicate must be solved before the problem of WHAT to
communicate can be addressed.
The SAVI system focuses on this central issue of how information is communicated. It
categorizes the different ways people behave when they communicate, and it
describes these behaviors in terms of their effect on information transfer from one
person to another. Any content can be conveyed using any type of behavior — the
same information can be expressed in the form of a question, a proposal, a joke, a putdown, and so forth. But what the listener hears, and how effectively the information will
be used, depends very much on how this content is communicated. Sometimes the
message received by a listener is quite different from the message that the speaker
meant to send. Using SAVI® we can understand exactly why this happens and take
steps to get the conversation back on track.
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Meeting the Challenge of Communication
One of the biggest challenges we face in communicating with one another is to get
our message across accurately. We know that the meaning and spirit of our message
has been transferred to the other person we can say “You’ve got it!” The other, equally
big challenge is to get the other person’s message as they mean to say it.
At another level, we all intuitively know that how people are talking to one another says
a lot about how that organization, family, friendship, etc. works – or doesn’t work. The
challenge in understanding these systems is to capture what it is about the way people
are talking that both reflects and helps create the resources and problems of the
group. The SAVI model is useful in addressing both of these challenges.

The SAVI Paradigm
The SAVI approach to the challenge of understanding communication is different from
the way many of us are used to thinking about what we say and what others say to us.
Some of the differences are:
•

A focus on behavior. SAVI is not concerned with a person’s level of maturity,
intentions, psychological diagnosis, character or personality. It focuses squarely on
behaviors and their contribution to the communication process — information that is
available to any observer.

•

Attention to both words and tone. SAVI examines not only what was said, but how it
was said. Voice tone (the “music” of the communication) is as important as the
words we speak, and SAVI always takes this factor into account.

•

A nonjudgmental approach. In SAVI terms, there are no good behaviors or bad
behaviors. If you’re thinking SAVI, you’re in the position of a researcher or detective
– you are collecting data about the effects of what was just said, without judging or
personalizing it.

•

A pragmatic analysis. SAVI categorizes communication behaviors in very practical
terms, examining whether they tend to facilitate or hinder information transfer. The
behavior you use profoundly influences what your listener hears, how likely they are
to take in that information, and what feelings they’re likely to have about what
you’re saying. In studying SAVI, you learn why (and when) certain behaviors work
better than others for getting your message across.
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Using SAVI with Integrity
SAVI is a powerful model and set of tools that have meaning when the users understand
the theory and values of the system. The materials in this manual are protected by both
copyright and trademark, as is the SAVI Grid. These materials are for your personal use
only, not to be shared electronically or in print with others without written permission
from the copyright owners.
A copy of the SAVI Grid can be downloaded for personal use from
savicommunications.com.
Thank you for respecting these boundaries.
Claudia Byram and Fran Carter
Trademark and copyright owners
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Nancy Klein Dialogue #1
B: Nancy Klein just called to ask us to do a communications training for her staff at the
hospital.
A: Great! Did she have a specific idea of what she’d want us to do?
B: Yes, she did. She’s looking for five hour-long sessions to fit in with their ethics training—
one on basic communication skills, and the other four applying those skills to specific
ethical principles. I think it’s a great opportunity.
A: I agree. When would we be starting?
B: We talked about starting next month. That’s when their ethics course begins.
A: Uh, that’s not going to work. We have three other trainings to prepare between now
and then.
B: I know, but this first session will be really easy to prepare.
A: I’m sure it seems that way, but you don’t realize how long it takes to customize the
PowerPoints and dialogues and all the examples.
B: Maybe I don’t. Still, we always end up getting everything done in time.
A: That’s because I always end up working overtime, cramming and rushing! Just for
once could we try to maintain a manageable workload?!
B: I don’t see why this is such a big deal. It’s a great opportunity, and there’s really not
that much work involved.
A: If that’s true Ben, then you should have no trouble managing it all by yourself. I have
other work I need to do.
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Best/Worst Activity
To participate in this learning experiment first you’ll open a new browser-window so you
can reach a special interactive page on our website.
Go to www.CTSAVI.com/BW
If you’ve already registered on the site, you will just need to sign in with your email and
password. Following sign-in, you’ll be taken to the Best/Worst Activity.
If you haven’t registered, just register following the prompts under New User. Following
registration, you will be taken to the Best/Worst Activity.
Worst Conversation:
Take a minute to think of a conversation that did not go very well, that was
unproductive, frustrating, irritating or just surprising in its outcome. This may have
been a staff meeting, an argument with friends or family, or any other unproductive
interaction.
Identify 7 behaviors on the grid that you think played a major role in making that
conversation go badly. Click on them and they will turn red. Then click Done.
Best Conversation:
Now, take a minute and think about a conversation that was productive and
satisfying, where you well on the way to the goal and felt “heard”, energetic, and
positive.
Identify 7 behaviors on the grid that you think played a major role in making that
conversation go well. Click on them and they will turn green. Then click Done. You
will be taken to a page that shows all of your selections.
Click Next to see a composite of multiple users.
Review:
Now, take a look at the pattern that is formed by all the Worst coding marks in red.
• Where are most of the red marks clustered?
• Is there a square with the most or are they evenly distributed?
• Are any squares empty?
• Are they mostly in a particular Column?
• What do you think the results tell you about how SAVI is organized?
Answer the same questions for the Best conversation pattern.
When you look at the two together - Do you notice similarities or any differences?
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(Abstracted from)

SAVIGRID®

System for Analyzing Verbal Interaction

1

2

3

Attack/Blame

Mind-Reading

Yes-But

Righteous Question

Neg or Pos Prediction

Discount

Self-Attack/Defend

Gossip

Leading Question

Complaints

Joking Around

Oughtitudes

Sarcasm

Thinking Out Loud

Interrupt

Social Ritual
4

5

6

Personal Info.

Facts & Figures

Opinions

Current

General Information

Proposals

Personal Info. Past

Narrow Question

Commands

Personal Opinion/

Broad Question

Social Reinforcement

7

8

9

Inner Feeling

Answers Question

Agreements

Feeling Question

Paraphrase

Positives

Answers Feeling

Summarize

Building on Other's

Question

Clarifies Own

Ideas or Experience

Mirrors Inner

Answer (with data)

Work Joke

Experience

Corrective Feedback

Explanations
Personal Question

Affectionate Jokes
Self-Assertion
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A New Perspective on Communication: SAVI®
SAVI offers a new perspective on why conversations break down:
• Often, we blame communication difficulties on WHO’s talking
One or more of the people are being too stubborn, too aggressive, etc
• Or on WHAT’s being talked about
The problem is just too difficult; there are irreconcilable differences
• What’s actually most important is HOW people talk
The specific behaviors people use in speaking with one another: a combination of
words and voice tone
When communications falter, it’s generally not because the issues or the people are
too difficult; it’s HOW people are communicating that is causing problems. This is good
news. It means that we can talk effectively even about very difficult topics, without
having to change our personality or waiting for someone else’s personality to change.
We just need to consciously change our behavior.
This is not to say that the WHO and the WHAT of conversations are not important. In
fact, at times, the impact of WHO is speaking, or WHAT is being discussed, may be so
powerful that it renders the HOW of communication virtually irrelevant. For instance, if a
listener doesn’t respect the person who’s talking—due to issues of status, prejudice, or
other bias—they may disregard or discount whatever that person says, no matter how
it’s expressed. And certain topics may be so upsetting to a listener that any mention of
them, no matter how skillful, triggers a predictable, unconstructive response. However,
in the majority of communication breakdowns, looking at HOW people talked explains
part of the reason why things went wrong.
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The SAVI® Communication Framework

The SAVI system is based on a grid that is divided into three rows and three columns:

The Rows

Noise

• Red light (avoidance): Behaviors that
hinder information transfer.
• Green light (approach): Behaviors that
give evidence of information transfer and
tend to facilitate future information
transfer.
• Yellow light (contingent): Behaviors whose
effects depend on the existing
communication climate. Neutral data
introduced in Yellow light is most likely to
be used productively in a Yellow–Green
climate. In a Yellow–Red climate, such
data is likely to either be dropped or be
used as ammunition to perpetuate a fight.
In an all-Yellow climate, lots of neutral
information is introduced, so it may sound
as though productive work is being done.
However, since none of that information
gets processed, the conversation never
goes anywhere. For this reason, an allYellow communication pattern is
sometimes referred to as “as-if” work.

The term noise refers to factors that
interfere with the transfer of information.
The concept of noise was first applied to
communication by Claude Shannon in
the context of electronic devices (such
as telephones and telegraphs), and
later applied to interpersonal
communication by Warren Weaver. (For
more details see their joint publication,
The Mathematical Theory of
Communication, 1969.) Shannon and
Weaver identified two kinds of noise:
• Ambiguity: The message is ambiguous,
so listeners have trouble figuring out
what it means. (E.g., when a
colleague says, “Your report is very
unusual!” is it a compliment or an
insult?)
• Redundancy: The message is so
repetitious that the listener tunes out.
In developing SAVI®, Anita Simon and
Yvonne Agazarian identified a third
type of noise:

The Columns
• Personal: Behaviors that primarily give
information about the state of the speaker
or the relationship between the people
having the conversation. We use personal
behaviors to talk about ourselves, invite
others to talk about themselves, or talk
about our relationships.
• Factual: Information that can inform
problem solving. We use factual behaviors
to approach or avoid concrete
information about the world.
• Orienting: Behaviors that influence the
direction in which the communication is
moving. Orienting behaviors may
introduce a new direction or respond to a
previous communication by either
building in the same direction or moving in
an opposing direction.

• Contradiction: Two opposing pieces
of information are given at the same
time. Often, this involves a mismatch
between content and voice tone.
(E.g, “I am not angry. I’m never angry!
What makes you think I’m angry?!”)
(Note that while ambiguity or
contradiction can occur in a single
communication behavior, redundancy
is the property of a pattern of
communication.)
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Communication Climate Exercise
Goal: To demonstrate how a conversation using different types of behaviors can create
very different communication climates.

You’re going to have two separate conversations on the same topic.
There are 5 steps to this exercise:
1. Choose a topic to have a discussion on.
2. Improvise a dialogue for about two- or three-minutes using squares with red and
yellow light behaviors.

1

2

3

FIGHTING

OBSCURING

COMPETING

4

5

6

INDIVIDUALIZING

FINDING FACTS

INFLUENCING

7

8

9

RESONATING

RESPONDING

INTEGRATING

3. Stop after the first conversation and notice how you feel and whether or not you
think you are likely to get the problem solved.
4. Note if anything surprised you or if you learned anything.
5. Then do the whole thing again discussing the same topic, using only yellow and
green light behaviors.
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1

2

3

FIGHTING

OBSCURING

COMPETING

4

5

6

INDIVIDUALIZING

FINDING FACTS

INFLUENCING

7

8

9

RESONATING

RESPONDING

INTEGRATING

Remember to stop after the conversation notice how you feel, whether or not
you think you are likely to get the problem solved as well as the differences
between the two conversations.
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The SAVI Coding Challenge
Instructions
The SAVI Coding Challenge is part of the SAVI Online Learning System, which also
includes the Pretest, the Posttest, six awareness quizzes, voiced dialogues from our book
Conversation Transformation, and the Best Worst Activity, which you did in the first
webinar.
A highly effective way to build your skill at SAVI is by learning how to recognize all of the
behaviors on the SAVI Grid. This skill is called Coding; hearing a sentence and being
able to accurately place it on the SAVI Grid. In order to do this well it takes a good deal
of practice.
When you begin using the SAVI Coding Challenge program, you may make a lot of
incorrect choices, either because you weren’t sure what all the choices were, or a
sentence seemed like it could fit several different places on the Grid.
You can test what you’ve already learned by using this online system and keep
increasing your skill at coding. We created this coding program so there was a fun way
to learn how to recognize each individual behavior.
First try to identify the Row you believe this statement falls within. Is it Red light, Yellow
light or Green light? Then, see if you can identify the column. Is it Personal, Factual or
Orienting? After deciding on the statement’s row and column, you’ll have narrowed
down which square it’s in so you can more precisely identify that specific behavior.
In the SAVI Coding Challenge, first you’re shown a series of different sentences, read
out loud so you can hear the voice tone. For each one, you’re asked to identify the
specific behavior being used. If you click once on a behavior in the SAVI Grid, the
definition will appear. Take the time to read through the grid definition for the behavior
you’d like to choose before selecting it. That gives you the best chance at choosing
correctly. If you think it’s a match, click the blue button at the bottom to select it. If you
change your mind, click the X at the top right and then select another behavior. If you
select an incorrect answer, three possible answers will appear with their definitions, the
one you selected and two others, one of which is correct. Read the definitions and
select the one you think it is. If you know which behavior you want to select right away
just double-click on it in the grid.
We encourage you to try the SAVI Coding Challenge by visiting CTSAVI.com/coding
after the webinar. There are over 1000 sentences, so you can play for months and
never see the same sentence.
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Nancy Klein Dialogue
B: Nancy Klein just called to ask us to do a communications training for her staff at the
hospital. ( )
A: Great! ( ) Did she have a specific idea of what she’d want us to do? ( )
B: Yes, she did. ( ) She’s looking for five hour-long sessions to fit in with their ethics
training—one on basic communication skills, and the other four applying those skills
to specific ethical principles. ( ) I think it’s a great opportunity. ( )
A: I agree. ( ) When would we be starting? ( )
B: We talked about starting next month. ( ) That’s when their ethics course begins. ( )
A: Uh, that’s not going to work. ( ) We have three other trainings to prepare between
now and then. ( )
B: I know, but this first session will be really easy to prepare. ( )
A: I’m sure it seems that way, but you don’t realize how long it takes to customize the
PowerPoints and dialogues and all the examples. ( )
B: Maybe I don’t. Still, we always end up getting everything done in time. ( )
A: That’s because I always end up working overtime, cramming and rushing! ( ) Just for
once could we try to maintain a manageable workload?! ( )
B: I don’t see why this is such a big deal. ( ) It’s a great opportunity, and there’s really
not that much work involved. ( )
A: If that’s true Ben, then you should have no trouble managing it all by yourself. I have
other work I need to do. ( )
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Klein Redo Dialogue 1
Amy: When would we be starting?
Ben: We talked about starting next month. That’s when their ethics course begins.
Amy: Did you make a firm commitment, or is the timing still under discussion?
Ben: We set a preliminary time, with the understanding that I’d have to talk it through
with you first.
Amy: I really appreciate that you waited to talk to me before committing 100%. I’m in
the process of preparing three other trainings for next month, so I’m nervous about
adding on anything new. What type of preparation were you thinking I’d be
doing?
Ben: For this first training, I don’t think you’d have to do much of anything.
I thought we’d just teach the basic introduction to SAVI that we usually give.
Amy: What about customizing all the examples in the PowerPoint and handouts, and
creating the dialogues and role-plays?
Ben: I was thinking we could repurpose what we prepared for the New York hospital
training last year, just using the first hour of material.
Amy: Oh, right! That would actually make things pretty easy. If I sent you all the files,
could you just edit out everything after the first hour?
Ben: Sure, so long as you’d check it afterward to make sure it all works.
Amy: Yeah, no problem. So, I’ll want to double-check the exact date for the training,
but it doesn’t seem like the preparation will be difficult.
Who changed here?
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Klein Redo Dialogue 2
Ben: We talked about starting next month. That’s when their ethics course begins.
Amy: Uh, that’s not going to work. We have three other trainings to prepare between
now and then.
Ben: So, you’re thinking there won’t be enough time to prep those three trainings, and
also get ready for this session at the hospital. Is that right?
Amy: Yeah, I’m really nervous about making any new commitments for next month.
Ben: Absolutely. That makes sense. I have a suggestion. How about we set aside 15
minutes to talk through what would be involved in preparing for this class?
If it sounds like it won’t be manageable, I’ll tell her we need to start a month later.
Would that work?
Amy: Yeah, sure. We could do it right now, so we can make a decision quickly.
Ben: That’s good for me. I was thinking we could start by looking at the full-day hospital
training we did in New York last year. I wonder if we could just take the first hour of
material and use that, without very much editing.
Amy: Oh, I’d forgotten about that! Then we’d have the PowerPoint slides, handouts,
and dialogues all ready.
Ben: Yeah, that would be great. Let’s take a quick look at those together and see if
we think they’d work.
Now who changed?
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SAVI’s History
SAVI emerged in the 1960’s, in an exciting and innovative university climate: The field of
group dynamics was still young, the focus on education was growing, and theoreticians
like Kurt Lewin and von Bertalanffy had put out important new ways of thinking: field
theory and general systems theory. The General Systems Committee of the American
Group Psychotherapy Association was exploring an emerging recognition -- that if you
think of an organization of people (a group, a business, a family, a country) as a
‘system’, rather than a collection of individuals, you could understand, explain and
predict in a way quite different from looking at the people in it.
Two graduate students at Temple University were part of this world of ideas, and
sparked around their shared interests. Both wanted to able to describe in specific
observable ways how any particular ‘system’ is working, so that this description could
be linked to outcome measures. They wanted to be able to link how people behaved
to notions like productivity, satisfaction of members, efficiency, cohesion, etc.
The two students, Yvonne Agazarian and Anita Simon, had a complementary set of
interests. Yvonne Agazarian was on the General Systems Committee and was working
hard on some big questions: What is the difference between a collection of people
and a group? How can you describe the properties of a group in a way that lets you
compare it to other groups, to research it, to experiment? She wanted to discover how
to implement the theoretical work she was participating in.1 Anita Simon was in the
process of founding the Classroom Interaction Newsletter (still going 40 years later!) as
part of building a community of people using observation tools to see what was
actually happening in classrooms.2 She was focused on how to provide educators with
the tools to research the effects of teacher behavior on students’ learning, values and
behavior.
The output of this collaboration was SAVI. Originally called the Sequential Analysis of
Verbal Interaction, SAVI was designed as a research tool for looking at the
communication patterns of groups of people. In contrast to many of the observation
systems available at the time, which focused on behavior in a particular context (like a
classroom), SAVI undertook the challenge of framing a system which contains all types
of verbal behavior. Its authors thought that if such a system was based in theory, rather
than judgments about ‘good’ or ‘bad’ behavior, it could be very helpful in researching
the actual effects of different communication behaviors or patterns and in relating
these effects to the goal of the setting. They chose information theory as the framework
for organizing categories of verbal behavior – resulting in the SAVI model. This model is
captured in the SAVI Grid, which can be viewed in several languages at
www.savicommunications.com.
1 Dr. Agazarian continued to explore these questions throughout her career, with the result that she has created an innovative approach
to bringing about change in human systems. For an introduction to her Theory of Living Human Systems and its systems-centered practice
(SCT), and for a list of publications, visit www.systemscentered.com/.
2 Dr. Simon later went on to create the 17-volume Mirrors for Behavior, a compendium of every observation system in the educational literature at the
time. Since then, she has been committed to bringing SAVI into broader clinical and consulting use, developing materials and workshops to make the
ideas and skills accessible to a wide range of professionals and non-professionals alike.
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SAVI® was developed by Yvonne Agazarian and Anita Simon
SAVI® is a registered trademark of SAVI Communications LLC. © SAVI Communications LLC 2022.
All rights reserved. Please do not reproduce without written permission.
Note: The Grid is intended to be used in conjunction with SAVI® training: in person, online, or through reading “Conversation Transformation”.
Taken out of context, the content of the Grid may be ambiguous, confusing, or misleading.
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Webinar Series Developers
Anita Simon, Amy Yeager, Cunera Van Hal, and Ben Benjamin developed this webinar
series. Anita Simon is the co-creator of SAVI along with Yvonne Agazarian. Ben and
Amy are certified SAVI trainers in the United States and worked together for 10 years.
Cunera is a certified SAVI Trainer and teaches SAVI in the Netherlands.

Presenter Bios
Ben Benjamin has been teaching and training communications skills since 1982. He had
his first SAVI experience in 1998. With his enthusiasm, he went on to help develop the
SAVI Training Program and certification track with Anita Simon, Claudia Byram and Fran
Carter. He became the first Certified SAVI Trainer in 2002. He co-authored Conversation
Transformation with Anita Simon and Amy Yeager in 2012. Ben is now a Senior Certified
SAVI Trainer. He has developed, implemented, and taught SAVI trainings across health
care, corporate, educational, and non-profit organizational settings both nationally
and internationally and uses SAVI in his executive coaching practice.
Amy Yeager is a certified Senior Trainer in SAVI and co-author of the first book to be
published on SAVI: Conversation Transformation. She is a consultant, instructor, and
author with a focus on communication and team development. Her passion is reducing
suffering by helping to remove communication barriers that make workplace
interactions unnecessarily difficult. Amy is Chief Knowledge Officer at Corentus,
Incorporated, a coaching and consulting firm specializing in teams and groups. In
addition to her client work, she leads the research and development of instructional
materials and serves as a senior faculty member for Corentus practitioner training
programs.
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A final recommendation!

Please Don’t Use SAVI as a Weapon.

When people are exposed to SAVI, they usually get very excited and want to share it
with other people in their lives. It takes quite a while to learn the system, at least 6
months to a year to begin to get it and many years to master it. We always caution
people who are just starting to learn SAVI to be careful not to use it accidentally as a
weapon with your family, friends and colleagues when you spot a red-light behavior.
Keep in mind that at this stage in your learning it’s important to recognize and work with
your own behavior first.
What we mean by, not using it as a weapon, is pointing out certain communications to
other people who didn’t invite your feedback. For instance, “You know, you are just yes
butting people. Not very productive” Or “That’s a Leading Question, not a useful
communication to use in this situation.”, or “Did you know that you are using blaming
language and making a veiled attack? Try expressing your real feelings instead.”
These clumsy kinds of communications will enrage people, not educate them. As you
may have noticed all of the verbal behaviors are in Square 1. If you want to share this
information, tell them how you enjoyed it, maybe some of what you learned, then if
they seem interested recommend, they read Conversation Transformation or suggest
taking these two free SAVI Webinars.

To Register for the remaining webinars:
Go to CTSAVI.com/webinars
Or call us at 800-600-1522
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